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About This Game

�� Love, exciting and new... Come aboard... We're expecting you! ��

The Love Boat is back and better than ever! The famous TV show now has its very own time management game. Remember the
days you drifted away with Captain Stubing, Julie, Gopher, Doc and Isaac? Relive those good old times in this brand new

GameHouse Original Story. ⚓ ��

It's time to set course for a time management adventure! Join the crew of your favorite series and discover many hilarious and
romantic stories. Are you ready to get swept away by this unforgettable trip down memory lane? �� ❤

anything Is Possible On the Love Boat!

�� JOIN THE LOVE BOAT CREW for another spectacular cruise on the Pacific
�� PLAY 60 TIME MANAGEMENT LEVELS, 30 extra challenges, and help your favorite characters

�� CRUISE DOWN MEMORY LANE and relive the famous TV show of the magical 70's and 80's
�� ENJOY ROMANCE AND COMEDY as you keep up with the cast and all the passengers

�� MEET SPECIAL GUEST STARS like Emily and Angela from the Delicious and Fabulous series
�� VISIT BEAUTIFUL LOCATIONS and catch that true holiday vibe in 6 exotic chapters
�� COLLECT ALL TROPHIES to reveal 20 very special polaroids taken during the cruise

�� COMPLETE ALL LEVELS to unlock the entire cast and meet the team, including the quirky mice crew!
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Publisher:
GameHouse
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2017
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Beautiful but very short Hidden Object game in a steampunk setting.. so m f cute. I don't even know is this sequel to Heavy
Fire: Afghanistan. So far graphics are fine but the sound is outdated or like airsoft gunsounds. Do not buy this is game if you're
looking forward to run. It's on-rails shooter.. WTF is this brainwash game.
I played for 2 minutes and my walls and friend skin was green.
Dude this game is illuminati confirmed.. Tickles the significant hexcells gland. This is a good vr game but after a lot of tries I
still haven't escaped... :(. A little rough in the beginning, but worth spending some extra time with.
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This could become a nice co-op game. Well worth the 0.19€ it cost me.. Story, settings and puzzles felt much too generic.. Very
funn game :D Compelted all achievments but the level with Gaben is fckng hard :D Other levels are fine i got them in like 10-15
minutes but to Gaben i spend like 1 hour. The last bonus level is ez too :)

Be careful becsoue this game will destroy your eyes , head and mind :D After palying this game 1 hour you will see nothing in
real life :D gg wp :). Low budget Grand Theft Auto X.Highly reccomended.
10/10. This Game Is So Cool. This is an old school, arcade-style shooter. Nothing particularly special. It's also a port of a mobile
game, and it's very obvious.

 * It clearly looks like it was designed for a tall resolution (i.e. holding your phone in portrait mode to play), as all the graphics
are oriented that way, if you look closely.
 * Your plane auto-fires constantly, you just need to worry about accuracy and dodging for the most part.
 * It's very typically grindy, and appears to have been balanced around the usual mobile model of, "slow progress unless you
pay." Thankfully, any actual "Pay2win" has been stripped from this port, but the grind remains.

At full price? Not a chance. At a dollar or less? Sure, it's a fun little diversion if you want something mindless to play and feel
nostalgic for the old games. The graphics are very '80s arcade' and the sound is decent. Catchy tunes, and no annoying sound
effects (that I've found). Lots of little voice quips from allies and enemy bosses.

Another thing worth noting is that the planes all make an effort at looking like what they're supposed to, so the devs at least put
in a modest amount of homework. Bosses are, of course, completely ridiculous, but that's a genre conceit and charming. Perhaps
even required.

I know this one didn't get amazing reviews, but at a discount, I recommend it. I've paid more for worse and still not felt
completely ripped off.. Finally~ <3. This is a tidy little game.

There isn't too much to say about it, since what the game advertises is exactly what you get. There shouldn't be any surprises for
you. It's a good, not too serious racing experience with league promotion and relegation which is a really nice touch.

New players shouldn't be frustrated by this. I stink - I doubt anyone reading this is as bad at racing games as I am - and I never at
any point have felt like I'm totally uncompetitive in the SP mode. I never play MP and can't comment on how good that is.

Honestly we need more games like this. It's almost impossible now to find a decent racing game which doesn't require $90
worth of extra peripherals which I'm not willing to clutter up my den with.

Overall this is well worth it. You won't be disappointed.. I wasn't sure what to expect getting in to this game after reading
through the reviews, but first time playing I really, really enjoyed it. Growing up playing lots of SNES games, for some reason it
reminded me of SmashTV and I love that game to death. Aside from having to stay in just one area and fortifying yourself
against zombie hoardes, it has that SmashTV feel to it: you kill a whole bunch of things and collect useful items. The only major
difference is instead of toasters, microwaves and money you're collecting scrap metal and grenades to survive the massive
amounts of zombies.

Overall I really recommend this game. It has that feeling of a throwback while also capturing some elements relevent to modern
games, especially the ever growing zombie survival genre. Don't be fooled by its pixel graphics either - to me that's probably one
of the most enjoyable aspects of this game, and they're really well done in a way that's both enjoyable but also nostalgic.

As a side note, it's just a great damn game to run around and bust up some zombie\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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